
From: Dominic Macken <djmacken@macken.com.au>  
Sent: Monday, 12 April 2021 12:04 PM 
To: Chambers - Catanzariti VP <Chambers.Catanzariti.VP@fwc.gov.au>; Brent Ferguson 
<Brent.Ferguson@aigroup.com.au>; Ruchi Bhatt <Ruchi.Bhatt@aigroup.com.au> 
Cc: AMOD <AMOD@fwc.gov.au> 
Subject: Four Yearly Review of Modern Awards - Matter AM2017/40 - Hair and Beauty Industry 
Award 2010 

Dear Associate, 

We refer to the above matter. 

We enclose amended submissions filed on behalf of the Union Parties (Shop, Distributive 
and Allied Employees' Association and the Australian Workers' Union) for which leave will 
be sought to rely upon.  Amendments to the documents as previously filed (essentially 
inserted paragraphs) are marked by underlining. 

As was foreshadowed in the earlier submissions, leave will be sought to be rely upon a 
further witness statement herewith attached, namely the expert report prepared by 
Associate Professor Martin O'Brien. 

Associate Professor O'Brien's report was only received on 9 April 2021 and was delayed as a 
result of procedural processes now mandated by the Australian Bureau of Statistics as a 
condition precedent to accessing and using for approved purposes ABS data.  That final 
approval from the ABS was only received on 9 April 2021. 

We apologise for the delay in finalising this material.  

It is accepted that the Commission's timetable will need to be revised to afford an 
opportunity to the opposing parties to address this new material.  We do not anticipate that 
any such amendment will impact upon the fixed hearing dates.  We will liaise with the other 
parties in relation to a consent position about a revised timetable and revert back to the 
Commission as soon as possible. 

A copy of this communication has been provided to AMOD. 

Yours faithfully, 

A J MACKEN & CO. 
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FAIR WORK COMMISSION 

MATTER NO. 2017/40 

Four Yearly Review of Modern Awards: Hair and Beauty Industry Award 2010 

AMENDED OUTLINE OF SUBMISSIONS OF 

THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS' UNION AND 

THE SHOP DISTRIBUTIVE AND ALLIED EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION 

Introduction 

1. These amended submissions are filed on behalf of the Australian Workers' Union (AWU)

and the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees' Association (SDA) (the Unions). The

submissions filed on 26 March 2021 have been updated to address the expert report of

Associate Professor Martin O'Brien dated 9 April 2021 which the Unions seek leave to rely

upon. pursuant to the amended directions issued by the Commission on 1 March 2021.

2. On 7 January 2020, the Commission delivered its decision in 4 yearly review of modern

awards - Hair and Beauty Industry Award 2010 [2020] FWCFB 39 (the Hair and Beauty

Penalty Rates Decision).

3. At [215]-[216] the Full Bench made the following observations:

"[215] While we have dete1mined to make no change to the present 
provisions of the Award, we note that the Full Bench in the Penalty Rates 
Decision stated that 

"Casual loadings and weekend penalty rates are separate and 
distinct fo1ms of compensation for different disabilities. Penalty 
rates compensate for the disability ( or disutility) associated with 
the time at which work is perf01med ... 

In our view, the casual loading should be added to the Sunday 

penalty rate when calculating the Sunday rate for casual 
employees." 

[216] The present Hair and Beauty Award provisions are not consistent with
the views of the Full Bench. However there is insufficient material before

us to establish a case for change. If the parties wish to provide finiher
materials in relation to the Saturday and Sunday penalty rates applicable to
casual employees covered by the Hair and Beauty Award, the parties should
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Please annex to your rep01t: 

(g) a detailed curriculum vitae, setting out the study, training, and experience that establishes

your expertise in relation to the issues raised by these instructions; and

(h) this letter of instruction.

At the conclusion of your repo1i, please include a declaration to the following effect: 

I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate (save for any 

matters identified explicitly in my report) and that no matters of significance that I regard 

as relevant have, to my knowledge, been withheld from the Commission. 

Unless we request otherwise, please include the following paragraph in any document or 

electronic communication sent to us: 

This document is produced for the purpose of preparing legal advice and assistance and 

for the purpose of preparing for litigation. It is confidential and subject to a claim for legal 

professional privilege. 

D Communications and Timing 

Timing of report 

Please provide your repo1i as soon as possible. 

Hearing 

The proceeding is listed for hearing on 28 and 29 July 2021. It is likely that you will be required to give 

evidence at the hearing. We will confirm whether you are required to give evidence and the date you 

are required to attend at the Commission closer to the hearing and as soon as possible. If there are any 

specific days in the above period when you are not available to give evidence, please advise as soon as 

possible. 

If you have any questions in relation to this matter, please contact Dominic Macken of our office on 

(03) 9614 4899.

Yours faithfully, 

///1'/L------
AJ MACKEN & CO. 
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